Payard Cookies
by François Payard
A collection of favorite cookie recipes by the James Beard Foundation Pastry Chef of the Year, from simple butter cookies and picture-perfect macaroons to jam-filled linzers and iced cutout cookies.

Taste of Home: Cookies
by Taste of Home
A treasury of more than 600 cookie recipes provides for a wide variety of occasions and includes options ranging from drop cookies and sandwiches to fudgy brownies and buttery shortbreads.

The Gourmet Cookie Book
by Gourmet Magazine
Delve into the archives of Gourmet magazine to discover cookie recipes from Old-Fashioned Christmas Butter Cookies to Chocolate Peppermint Bar Cookies.

Les Petits Macarons
by Kathryn Gordon
Teaches how to prepare macarons of different sizes and types and features a variety of flavor recipes, including pistachio, orange cream, wasabi, and licorice.

Cookies Are Good Enough For Me
A Collection of delicious cookie recipes

Chewy Gooey Crispy Crunchy Melt-in-Your-Mouth Cookies
by Alice Medrich
Brand-new cookies and delicious new spins on the classics are here, with simple well-tested recipes and all the tips, techniques, and ideas that you need to please a crowd or satisfy the most sophisticated palate around.

The King Arthur Flour Cookie Companion: The Essential Cookie Cookbook
by King Arthur Flour
Offers a variety of traditional cookie recipes including chocolate chip, oatmeal, biscotti, and sugar with variations to bring new life to these old favorites and includes tips on ingredients and techniques.

The Daily Cookie: 365 Tempting Treats for the Sweetest Year of Your Life
by Anna Ginsberg
A year's worth of cookie recipes includes a range of chewy, crispy, brownie-style, no-bake, vegan and gluten-free options and is complemented by culinary anecdotes, baking trivia and tribute options for historical and pop-culture anniversaries.

The Ultimate Cookie Book
by Better Homes and Gardens Books
A tempting assortment of flavorful treats for both everyday and special occasions, including brownies, international specialties, holiday favorites, and more.

American Cookie: The Snaps, Drops, Jumbles, Tea Cakes, Bars & Brownies That We Have Loved for Generations
by Anne Byrn
Describes the rich history of American cookie baking, from colonial times to the present, and includes recipes for macaroons, snickerdoodles, American gingersnaps, lavender tea cookies, and black and white cookies.
**Cookie Craft: From Baking To Lustre Dust, Designs and Techniques for Creative Cookie Occasions**
by Valerie Peterson

A guide to creating beautifully designed and hand-decorated cookies at home presents step-by-step instructions accompanied by information on ingredients, equipment, and supplies, decorating techniques, and recipes for rolled cookie doughs—traditional sugar, chocolate, nutty, and gingerbread—and icing.

**Classic Cookies with Modern Twists: 100 Best Recipes for Old & New Favorites**
by Ellen Jackson

A collection of cookie recipes, with variations that include hazelnut-mocha cream cookies, chocolate graham crackers, brown sugar-sesame icebox butter cookies, and toasted walnut-coffee brownies.

**Maida Heatter's Cookies**
by Maida Heatter

More than two hundred recipes for bar cookies, drop cookies, rolling-pin cookies, icebox cookies, brownies, and biscotti.

**Martha Stewart's Cookies: The Very Best Treats to Bake and to Share**
by Martha Stewart Living

A luscious array of 175 different cookies range from perennial crowd-pleasers to innovative new treats, including Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin, Lemon-Apricot Sandwiches, and Brown-Butter Toffee Blondies.

**Simply Sensational Cookies**
by Nancy Baggett

A collection of recipes, perfect for cookie-lovers that features more than 200 recipes for a vast array of delectable delights that will satisfy any sweet tooth.

**The Art of Cookies**
by Noga Hitron

A colorful guide to the art of cookie decoration features an imaginative array of decorating ideas and designs for tasty treats for a wide variety of special occasions.

**The Perfect Cookie**
by America's Test Kitchen

Breaks down recipe techniques in a comprehensive cookbook that features recipes for a vast array of decadent delights, including Classic Chewy Oatmeal Cookies, Chocolate Turtle Cookies, and many more.

**Cookies, Tarts, and Pies**
by Jan Hedh

Presents Swedish dessert recipes, including apple tartlets, meringue wreaths, and classic sandcake.

**Sally's Cookie Addiction**
by Sally McKenney

A collection of recipes for cookies, cookie bars, cookie dough dips, slice-and-bakes, and no-bakes includes such options as brown butter snickerdoodles, pinwheel cookies, fairy merengues, jam shortbread bars, and chocolate hazelnut thumbprints.

**Cookie Swap: Creative Treats to Share Throughout the Year**
by Julia M. Usher

Provides tips and techniques for organizing cookie swaps for every occasion with specialized cookie recipes for each event.

**Decorating Cookies**
by Bridget Edwards

Presents over sixty cookie-decorating designs for any occasion and includes recipes for cookie doughs and tips on decorating techniques.

**Pillsbury Best of the Bake-Off Cookies & Bars**
by Pillsbury

More than one hundred of the award-winning Pillsbury Bake-Off recipes for cookies and bars range from 1949's Starlight Mint Surprise Cookies to Peanut Butter Crunch Brownies from 2006.

**Smart Cookie: Transform Store-Bought Cookies into Amazing Treats**
by Christi Farr Johnstone

Forgo the baking and decorate store-bought cookies, including such designs as adorable acorns, mock macarons, halloween pops, and football cookies.